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Current use was established and Cochrane guidance on selection of social theories for systematic reviews of complex interventions was developed
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Abstract

Objective: To identify examples of how social theories are used in systematic reviews of complex interventions to inform production of Cochrane guidance.

Study Design and Setting: Secondary analysis of published/unpublished examples of theories of social phenomena for use in reviews of complex interventions identified through scoping searches, engagement with key authors and methodologists supplemented by snowballing and reference searching. Theories were classified (low-level, mid-range, grand).

Results: Over 100 theories were identified with evidence of proliferation over the last 5 years. New low-level theories (tools, taxonomies, etc) have been developed for classifying and reporting complex interventions. Numerous mid-range theories are used; one example demonstrated how control theory had changed the review’s findings. Review-specific logic models are increasingly used, but these can be challenging to develop. New low-level and mid-range psychological theories of behavior change are evolving. No reviews using grand theory (e.g., feminist theory) were identified. We produced a searchable Wiki, Mendeley Inventory, and Cochrane guidance.

Conclusions: Use of low-level theory is common and evolving; incorporation of mid-range theory is still the exception rather than the norm. Methodological work is needed to evaluate the contribution of theory. Choice of theory reflects personal preference; application of theory is a skilled endeavor.
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**What is new?**

**Key findings**

Over 100 social theories that had been used or were designed for use in systematic reviews were identified with evidence of proliferation over the last 5 years.

New low-level theories (tools, taxonomies etc.) have been developed for classifying and reporting complex interventions.

Numerous mid-range theories are used; one example demonstrated how control theory had changed the review’s findings.

Review-specific logic models are increasingly used, but these can be challenging to develop. New low-level and mid-range psychological theories of behaviour change are evolving. No reviews using grand theory (e.g. feminist theory) were identified.

**What this adds to what was known?**

Current systematic review guidance and methods manuals say little about use of social theories in complex intervention reviews; this is a major gap. For the first time, low-level, mid-range and grand theories are defined, classified and articulated in the context of systematic reviews of complex interventions.

New Cochrane guidance is provided on the selection of social theories in complex intervention reviews.

Two new searchable author resources (a ‘Theory in Reviews’ Wiki and Mendeley Theory in Reviews Inventory) are presented.

**What is the implication and what should change now?**

Use of appropriate theory can enhance and strengthen systematic review methods and interpretation of complex evidence.

Review authors are invited to use the Cochrane guidance and searchable resources when designing and conducting their reviews. Choice of social theory reflects personal preference and application of theory in a systematic review is a skilled endeavour.

Review authors may benefit from additional professional development and training to make best use of social theories.

Methodological work is needed to further evaluate the contribution of social theory to systematic reviews of complex interventions.
1. Introduction

The importance and use of social theories in health and social care research has become increasingly evident over the last couple of decades. Alderson, in a seminal article published in the British Medical Journal in 1998, stated that “theories range from explicit hypotheses to working models and frameworks of thinking about reality” and that “the choice of theory, although often unacknowledged, shapes the way practitioners and researchers collect and interpret evidence” [1]. Reeves et al. expanded this idea by suggesting that “theories also provide complex and comprehensive conceptual understandings of things that cannot be pinned down: how societies work, how organizations operate, why people interact in certain ways” [2]. From a sociological perspective, Merton classified theories as low-level, mid-range, or grand theory lying on a spectrum “between the minor but necessary working hypotheses that evolve in abundance during day-to-day research and the all-inclusive systematic efforts to develop a unified theory that will explain all the observed uniformities of social behavior, social organization and social change” [3]. The boundaries between theory levels can however overlap and theories can transcend levels (or be refuted and discarded) as they are developed and tested over time. Merton’s classification can be applied to theory used in systematic reviews as follows.

1.1. Low-level theory

Low-level theories (e.g., segregated hypotheses or isolated propositions, and typologies and taxonomies, etc) are used to predict, assume, describe, or organize aspects of the phenomena of interest but do not show the interrelationships between concepts. All reviews contain low-level theory in the form of segregated hypotheses or questions, but review designs and methods vary in the degree to which they incorporate recognized frameworks to systematize the review processes such as use of PICO [4] to develop and refine questions, quality appraisal or risk of bias tools, reporting frameworks (e.g., the PRISMA checklist and flowchart [5]), and so on.

1.2. Mid-range theory

Mid-range theories (e.g., conceptual frameworks and models, and theories such as the Theory of Planned Behaviour [6,7] or the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research [8]) have interconnected relationships between concepts with limited scope to explain specific phenomena, are empirically testable, and can be used to describe and predict causal relationships among concepts, or used to define activities and processes and predict outcomes. The Theory of Planned Behaviour, for example, is used to predict a person’s intention to engage in a particular behavior at a specific time in a specific context. Some more sophisticated hypotheses can also be defined as mid-range theories. Similarly, “Programme theories” that make explicit the causal assumptions as to how a complex intervention is intended to work may start off as low-level theories and be developed into mid-range theory [9].
1.3. Grand theory

Grand theories are highly abstracted theories in which organized and integrated concepts explain the social world (e.g., Feminist theory, Welfarism, or Marxism). Feminist theory for example explains the phenomena of gender inequality in all social interactions at societal level, which distinguishes it as a grand theory because its focus moves beyond the more limited context of mid-range theory.

1.4. Evidence-based health care as a social theory

If defined as a social theory, evidence-based health care in its broadest sense (combination of best evidence [beyond the randomized controlled trial], patient/population perspective, and clinical judgment) could be conceptualized as a grand theory as well as a philosophy and scientific method underpinning decision making. Evidence-based health care evolved from the conceptually narrower evidence-based medicine which privileges the randomized controlled trial as the best form of evidence. Although Cochrane reviews contribute to evidence-based health care, in isolation, the standard Cochrane review of intervention effects is anchored...
within the positivist hierarchical epistemology of evidence-based medicine. As a consequence, it prioritizes aggregation of a limited number of predetermined primary and secondary outcomes from randomized controlled trials to explain a specific phenomenon of interest (intervention effect) which is more closely aligned to mid-range theory [10].

Fig. 1 shows the different levels of low, mid, and grand theory on Merton’s spectrum [11], and where theory can inform the design and conduct, and also be a product of systematic reviews. Application of social theory is common in the context of primary (especially qualitative) research to understand complex issues through specific “lenses” and to analyze and focus attention on different aspects of data [2]. A few review authors who use standard Cochrane review methods have however given explicit consideration to theory when evaluating included primary studies. The Cochrane Public Health Group recognizes in their supplemental guidance to the Cochrane Handbook that “as interventions become more multifaceted, and thus more complex, it is important to reflect on the role theory has played” [12]. For example, in a systematic review of Internet-based interventions to promote health behavior change, Webb et al. found that theory based interventions were more effective than those not based on theory [13]. The limitation of the standard Cochrane approach is that beyond answering a simple question about intervention and effect, it cannot easily address complex questions or accommodate the synthesis of complex interventions with multiple causal pathways, interactions, and outcomes. Cochrane has however in recent times become more innovative and published nonstandard Cochrane reviews that integrate a synthesis of qualitative evidence to explain different intervention and implementation effects that more closely align with the broader evidence-based health care context [14]. The Cochrane Qualitative and Implementation Methods Group [http://cqim.cochrane.org/] has been a driving force behind repositioning Cochrane as a producer of mixed-method and qualitative evidence syntheses linked with Cochrane effect reviews that contribute to evidence-based health care decision making.

Newer explicitly “theory-led” evidence synthesis approaches (such as Realist Review [15]) are positioned within a realist epistemology and foreground theory use and development with different types of evidence as a way of understanding the complex world and multiple potential realities and outcomes. More recently, perhaps as a consequence of more theory-informed primary research and development of newer theory-led synthesis methods, the potential role of social theory (in particular low-level and mid-range) in Cochrane systematic reviews of complex interventions, or reviews where complexity is an important consideration, has captured increasing interest from review authors and methodologists alike. New United Kingdom (UK) Medical Research Council (MRC) guidance on the design and conduct of process evaluations alongside randomized controlled trials outlines the importance of using theory-informed methods to understand the functioning of a complex intervention [9]. It is therefore not unreasonable to anticipate that future trials of complex interventions are more likely to be designed with more sophisticated theory-informed process evaluations that produce various types of data and evidence amenable to synthesis that shed light on a range of short, medium, and longer term options and outcomes for decision makers to consider.
Although interest in theory in systematic review gathers pace, methods guidance, such as the Cochrane Handbook [16], and the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination Guidance [17] has a notable absence of reference to, or guidance on, the use of theory in reviews, other than commonly used low-level theory (e.g., frameworks and tools) to systematize the review process. Even then, many systematic reviewers would probably not recognize or conceptualize common systematic review frameworks and tools (PICO [4], PRISMA [5], risk of bias tools [18,19], etc) as “theories” and they may not consider that they are using social theory in their systematic reviews.

The main difficulty in understanding the range and use of social theories available as a resource for systematic review authors is lack of common language and understanding regarding their location on the theory spectrum (Fig. 1), and the inconsistent terminology used to label and describe theories in the context of systematic review methods. Social theories are variously and inconsistently termed theories, conceptual models or frameworks, tools, taxonomies, typologies, hypotheses, propositions, conjectures, and so forth. In the context of systematic reviews, we propose “theory” as an overarching term, but also characterize two main overlapping categories: (1) theories for systematizing review processes, and (2) theories for conceptualizing, theorizing, and interpreting evidence (see Fig. 2).

Most theories located on the spectrum shown in Fig. 1 can be situated within one or other of these two categories. Some theories may however be located within either category or develop through the process of the review and move across categories or theory level as they become more fully developed and comprehensive and become more powerful in explaining phenomena; such as with the concurrent development of a logic model whilst conducting a review to systematize data processing and interpretation. For example, review authors such as Turley et al. commenced their review by developing rudimentary logic to inform the review design. This was extended within an initial logic model to identify outcomes of interest and then further refined and presented as a mid-range theory in the form of a more fully developed logic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘Theory’ is an overarching term characterized by two categories:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Theories</strong> for systematizing review processes (e.g. evidence-based frameworks such as PICO[4], classification on tools such as iCATSR[20], GRADE[19], and reporting standards such as PRISMA[5]. More likely to be low-level theories (see Figure 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Theories</strong> for conceptualizing, theorizing and interpreting evidence (e.g. conceptual and logic models, and theories such as the Normalization Process Theory or the Theory of Planned Behaviour[6, 7], or Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research[8]). More likely to be mid-range or grand theories (see Figure 1).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Categorization of social theory in the context of systematic reviews. Abbreviations: PICO, Patient, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome; Study types: PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
to provide an integrated conceptual picture explaining the review findings [21].

1.5. Ascertaining a picture of current and potential use of theory in systematic reviews of complex interventions

The increasing trend for reviewers to incorporate social theory into their reviews presents difficult challenges related to the identification and selection of appropriate theory that might be useful and add value in specific review contexts. It is likely that the emphasis on using theory in new UK MRC guidance on designing and conducting process evaluations to understand the functioning of a complex intervention will generally lead to increased interest in theory among systematic review teams [22]. The role of theory in systematic reviews however has much greater potential than simply acknowledging the theoretical basis for interventions; theory can be deployed at every stage of a review to develop hypotheses, refine questions, select outcomes of interest, systematize processes, organize ideas, extract data, inform thinking and support interpretation of evidence, and provide a structure for reporting. Indeed, theory already underpins these stages in systematic reviews, although this contribution may not be explicitly articulated; this suggests that evidence-based medicine which determines the systematization of the standard Cochrane intervention effect review is not yet well articulated as a mid-range theory.

Methodologists within Cochrane were keen to address the apparent limitations of the standard Cochrane review approach and the lack of guidance on use of social theory in Cochrane reviews when developing new guidance on the conduct of systematic reviews in which complexity was an important consideration. Use of theory in systematic reviews was a major topic for discussion at an international meeting of global methodologists in Montebello in 2012, part-funded by the Methodological Investigation of Cochrane Complex Intervention (MICCI) reviews project grant from Cochrane. A series of published articles from the Montebello meeting articulated the potential important role of theory, particularly within complex intervention reviews, with a future research and development agenda being developed by consensus [23-25]. The research and development agenda outlined the need for urgent exploratory research to establish a picture of current and potential use of theory in systematic reviews. Developing a better shared understanding of the use and value of theory is critically important as methods for conducting systematic reviews develop in response to the need to answer increasingly diverse review questions, in particular, when seeking to explain how and why complex interventions work, or do not work within any given context. New social theories, and new uses for existing theories, have proliferated to address these questions. One component of the empirical work of the MICCI project was designed to start addressing this critical evidence gap.

Our aim was to

- Identify and present a snapshot of examples of published theories of social phenomena currently used in systematic reviews of complex interventions; with brief explanations of their potential value in systematic reviews of complex interventions, and with
references to associated methodological articles and examples of reviews that had used them,
- Develop a searchable resource of theories and reviews that used theory for review authors, and
- Produce Cochrane Guidance on the classification, use, and selection of theory in systematic reviews of complex interventions.

2. Methods

We designed a three-stage iterative approach involving literature searching, expert engagement and consultation, and organization and classification of theories that was subsequently developed into two searchable resources for authors conducting reviews of complex interventions. We used the UK MRC definition of a complex intervention as “an intervention comprising multiple components which interact to produce change. Complexity may also relate to the difficulty of behaviours targeted by interventions, the number of organisational levels targeted, or the range of outcomes” [9], supplemented by a new typology that delineates the different types of complexity in complex interventions (Fig. 3) [24]. Data collection and analysis was carried out between January 2013 and September 2014. We then developed Cochrane Guidance for review authors on the use of theory in systematic reviews of complex interventions.

2.1. Stage 1 searching for published and unpublished examples of theories and creating an initial database

We set out to identify examples of published and unpublished systematic reviews of complex interventions that incorporated social theories, with brief explanations of the potential added value of the theory in systematic reviews of complex interventions, and with references to associated methodological articles and further examples of reviews that had used them. To have the most contemporary picture, we also sought to identify new theories designed for or that could have potential application in systematic reviews, irrespective of whether it had yet been used in a systematic review. We therefore included reference to unpublished systematic reviews that used theories of particular novelty of interest. At the outset, we were aware that

| 1. **Intervention complexity** (i.e. situations in which the effects of an intervention are expected to be modified by variant properties or characteristics of the intervention itself.
| 2. **Complexity in implementation** (i.e. situations in which the effects of an intervention are expected to be modified by variant characteristics of implementation processes).
| 3. **Complexity in context** (i.e. situations in which the effects of an intervention are expected to be modified by variant properties or characteristics of the settings or contexts in which an intervention is implemented).
| 4. **Complexity in participant responses** (i.e. situations in which the effects of an intervention are expected to be modified by variant characteristics of participants receiving an intervention) – recognizing also that there may be interactions between variables affiliated with two or more distinct dimensions.

Fig. 3. Typology of complexity in complex interventions [24].
the rate of development of new approaches to systematic reviewing is too rapid, and the proliferation of theories and ways in which they are applied in systematic reviews too great, to allow us to name, let alone describe all of them. We therefore aimed to identify and present a selective snapshot of examples to raise awareness of theories and provide Cochrane Guidance to encourage review authors to think about when it is appropriate to use theory in their review and the potential added value that this might bring. Although many reviews (especially qualitative evidence syntheses such as meta-ethnography) are designed to develop new theory, in the context of this methodological work, we primarily focused on where social theories have been used to enhance the conduct of a systematic reviews and the interpretation of evidence.

An iterative, consultative approach was adopted by the research team for the following reasons:

1. Results from scoping searches in Google and Google Scholar proved overwhelming. Terms such as “theory,” “model,” and “framework” occur very frequently in the context of the health and social care systematic reviews; an exhaustive list of other terms, that is, the plethora of names of recently developed tools, could not be generated comprehensively. Therefore, we could not reliably construct a search strategy with sufficient sensitivity and specificity for use in either bibliographic databases or Internet search engines.

2. Theory development is a rapidly expanding field; we knew from personal contacts in the global systematic review methodology community that a number of tools were currently in developmental or in prepublication stages.

Expert consultation was used as the main approach to identifying a snapshot of the current use of social theory in complex intervention reviews. In January 2013, we circulated a request to MICCI project co-applicants and collaborators (n = 30), Montebello meeting attendees (n = 50) and an e-mail list, managed by Cochrane, of global systematic reviewers with an interest in developing methods for conducting reviews of complex interventions in health and social care (n = 70). There was some overlap between lists; when duplicates were accounted for this group consisted of around 100 people who were generally key methodologists and highly experienced systematic reviewers known to undertake Cochrane and non-Cochrane reviews of different types and designs. Initially, we asked to be informed of any review protocols, review reports, or articles that incorporated a theory as defined in Fig. 2, or any methodological articles that described or evaluated methods for using theory in any part of a systematic review.

We collated the information received by recording the name and/or a brief description of each theory, the theoretical background on which it was based, examples (if any) of systematic reviews using any design in which it had been used, and authors’ comments about its usefulness or potential usefulness in reviews of complex interventions. Many people responded to this request, others forwarded it to colleagues with one contact often leading to another via snowball sampling. Other theories were identified by searching the bibliographies of papers, from our initial scoping searches of Google and Google scholar, or serendipitously in the course of other reading. Where necessary, we asked authors for further clarification as to whether any additional methodological work had been undertaken, and whether the theory had been used...
(or was being used) in a systematic review. The purpose was to be illustrative rather than exhaustive.

Response to our e-mail requests was surprisingly high, yielding information on a large number of theories. Some theories were already known to us, but many were new and recently developed. To decide how to handle this large volume of material, we convened an open workshop at the 2012 Cochrane Colloquium in Auckland for feedback and comment from 30 collaborators and key methodologists many who had attended a meeting in Montebello, Canada in January 2012 on commencement of this work. Following feedback, it was agreed to categorize the theories according to their use in the systematic review process (as shown in Figs. 1 and 2) and focus most attention on obtaining further information on theories that could potentially aid understanding of intervention complexity, many of which were newer and less well known.

2.2. Stage 2 categorizing, organizing, and clarifying theories

We reviewed each database entry and then created two further databases. The first included mainly low-level theories concerned with systematizing review processes and commonly in use. The second, and potentially more important, database contained theories that could potentially be helpful in designing, conducting, and interpreting the findings of complex intervention reviews. We noted any theory for which full details were not either published or made available to us by the authors. We contacted the authors again with theory-specific questions such as:

- Has the [name of theory] you developed been used in a systematic review?
- If so, can we cite this review as an exemplar?
- Has the [name of theory] undergone any further development or evaluation?

We also requested authors’ comments on key points to be included in guidance for any reviewers who were considering using their “theory” and annotated each relevant entry.

2.3. Stage 3 developing resources and guidance for review authors

One of the authors (A.B.) developed a searchable Wiki and a Methodology Register in Mendeley as a review author resource by using data and references from stages 1 and 2 with the intention that it would be augmented over time. Finally, using evidence from stages 1 and 2, we developed Cochrane Guidance for review authors on how to identify, choose, and use theory in systematic reviews of complex interventions to supplement the two searchable resources.

3. Results

Over the last 10 years, with a notable proliferation within the last 5 years, authors have incorporated social theory in every stage of a systematic review from the design...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review process</th>
<th>Example of theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning the review and formulating the review</td>
<td>PICOS (Patient, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes, Study types) and alternative frameworks for different review types help in planning the review and framing the review question. Organizations such as the Cochrane <a href="http://www.Cochrane.org/">www.Cochrane.org</a> and the EppiCentre <a href="http://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/">eppi.ioe.ac.uk</a> offer a framework and software for conducting a review that is compatible with their specific “brand.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching the literature</td>
<td>Search strategies are tailored to an individual review question, but methods for documenting the search processes can be standardized, and search results should be reported in a PRISMA flow diagram, available from <a href="http://www.prisma-statement.org/">http://www.prisma-statement.org/</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>PICOS (or alternative) informs inclusion/exclusion criteria and aids study selection. Data-extraction forms are often designed to suit individual reviews but may be based on standardized templates, for example, the example provided by the Centre for Research and Dissemination at York University available from [<a href="http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/SysRev/!SSL!/WebHelp/13UNDERTAKING">http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/SysRev/!SSL!/WebHelp/13UNDERTAKING</a>_ THE_REVIEW.htm](<a href="http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/SysRev/!SSL!/WebHelp/13UNDERTAKING">http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/SysRev/!SSL!/WebHelp/13UNDERTAKING</a>_ THE_REVIEW.htm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting the findings</td>
<td>The PRISMA statement with checklist and flow diagram available from <a href="http://www.prisma-statement.org/">http://www.prisma-statement.org/</a> is intended to standardize good practice in reporting systematic reviews.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Theoretical background</th>
<th>Use in reviews of complex interventions</th>
<th>Example systematic review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavior change taxonomies (BCTs); low-level midrange theory</td>
<td>The first cross-behavior classification system to demonstrate interrater reliability in identifying 22 BCTs and four BCT packages in descriptions of interventions was published in 2008. Building on this and five other taxonomies, Michie et al. developed BCT Taxonomy v1; the first cross-behavior, hierarchically organized taxonomy, established by international expert consensus and comprising 93 clearly labeled, well-defined behavior change techniques with demonstrated reliability in specifying 26 of the most frequently occurring BCTs:</td>
<td>In systematic reviews of complex interventions, this approach allows the specification of intervention content into its component BCTs and four BCT behavior change techniques. By combining this with the statistical technique of meta-regression and theory-driven analyses, commonly occurring BCTs associated with effective outcomes can be identified. BCTs have been used by NICE in the systematic reviews for its 2012/13 update of its Behaviour Change Guidance.</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (2007). Health systems and health-related behaviour change: a review of primary and secondary evidence. London: National Institute for Health and Care Excellence. Michie, S., Jochelson, K., Markham, WA., &amp; Bridle, C. (2009). Low-income groups and behaviour change interventions: a review of intervention content, effectiveness and theoretical frameworks. J Epidemiol. Comm. Health, 63. 610-622. Dombrowski, SU., Sniehotta, FF., Avenell, A., Johnston, M. et al. (2012). Identifying active ingredients in complex behavioural interventions for obese adults with obesity-related co-morbidities or additional risk factors for comorbidities: a systematic review. Health Psychology Review. 6(1). 7e32. Bird, EL., Baker, G., Mutrie, N., Ogilvie, D., Sahlqvist, S., Powell, J. (2013). Behavior Change Techniques Used to Promote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/healthpsychology/bcttaxonomy/Online_training

Walking and Cycling: A Systematic Review. Health Psychology.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Theoretical background</th>
<th>Use in reviews of complex interventions</th>
<th>Example systematic review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frameworks for evidence synthesis based on psychological theories; midrange theories</td>
<td>Glanz K, Bishop DB: The role of behavioral science theory in development and implementation of public health interventions. Annu Rev Public Health 2010, 31:399e418.</td>
<td>Psychological theories can provide a useful basis from which to develop a framework for data analysis and synthesis. In the case of the example reviews, the Health Belief Model was chosen because it was used in several of the included studies and thus offered a useful starting point for developing codes to analyze the findings.</td>
<td>Garside R, Pearson M, Moxham T. What influences the uptake of information to prevent skin cancer? A systematic review and synthesis of qualitative research. Health Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Theoretical background</td>
<td>Use in reviews of complex interventions</td>
<td>Example systematic review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Theoretical background</td>
<td>Use in reviews of complex interventions</td>
<td>Example systematic review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using logic models in a systematic review: midrange theories</td>
<td>Anderson LM, Petticrew M, Rehfuess E, Armstrong R, Ueffing E, Baker P, Francis D, Tugwell P. Using logic models to capture complexity in systematic review. Research synthesis methods 2011; 2:33 e42</td>
<td>Logic models can be used at different stages, for example, scoping the review, refining and conducting the review, making the review relevant to policy and practice. Turley et al. developed a logic model at the protocol stage of their review to describe potential components of slum upgrading strategies, whereas Glenton et al. developed their logic model to integrate their qualitative findings about interventions delivered by lay health workers with the results of a separately conducted effectiveness review. In review on preschool feeding, a logic model was developed to make assumptions about the program explicit, and the assumptions were tested in the synthesis and analysis.</td>
<td>Turley R, Saith R, Bhan N, Rehfuess E, Carter B. Slum upgrading strategies involving physical environment and infrastructure interventions and their effects on health and socio-economic outcomes. Cochrane database of systematic reviews 2013, Issue 1. <a href="http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD010067.pub2">http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD010067.pub2</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Theoretical background</th>
<th>Use in reviews of complex interventions</th>
<th>Example systematic review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with diverse interventions: developing and prioritizing outcome categories; low-level theory</td>
<td>Because there are multiple approaches to problems, the authors of these example reviews devised a conceptual framework for the intervention and developed “outcome categories.”</td>
<td>Key points: Determine a priori the process to use to categorize outcomes in included studies, including how you will choose an outcome when more than one is included in an outcome category. Think about how you would select a time point for outcomes measured at multiple time points.</td>
<td>Horvat L, Horey D, Romios P, KisRigo J. Cultural competence education for health professionals. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2014, Issue 5. Art. No.: CD009405. <a href="http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD009405.pub2">http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD009405.pub2</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Think about what you will do if the same outcome is measured in different studies but is not selected through the process you determine in point 1 above (for example, if you have a category called “treatment outcomes” and 3 of 4 studies measure a similar outcome, such as cholesterol level, but it does not meet the selection criteria you have established for choosing a treatment outcome in some studies will you report it as an additional outcome?)</td>
<td>Horey D, Kealy M, Davey MA, Small R, Crowther CA. Interventions for supporting pregnant women’s decision-making about mode of birth after a caesarean. Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews 2013, Issue 7. Art. No.: CD010041. <a href="http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD010041.pub2">http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/14651858.CD010041.pub2</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and protocol stage to the interpretation of findings. Review authors have used social theory both to standardize and to innovate systematic review methods. We collated details of over 100 theories and briefly described them in tabular form, organized by the stage of review in which they might be deployed. For illustrative purposes, Table 1 summarizes a selection of commonly used theories to systematize the review process and Table 2 summarizes selected examples of theories that could be used to enhance review design and data processing and interpretation in systematic reviews of complex interventions.

3.1. Low-level theory

Numerous low-level theories have been designed for the purpose of systematizing review processes. Many were well-known, some to the extent that they have become more or less absorbed into standard practice for systematic reviews of effectiveness, pharmacological interventions, or diagnostic test accuracy (Table 1). For example, every Cochrane review is expected to begin with a theory of how the intervention is intended to work, and the whole Cochrane template, embedded in RevMan software (Version 5.3, The Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen, as well as its component parts such as PICO) could be described as an overarching framework within which to systematize the review conduct and reporting. We chose not to include many such examples in the database as this represents the norm.

The proliferation of development of new low-level theories to systematize review processes now extends beyond the effectiveness review to include other review types and designs with particular relevance for complex intervention reviews. For example, since 2000, GRADE has been developed to determine the confidence in findings for effect reviews [19], and since 2011, CERQual has been developed to determine the confidence in findings from qualitative evidence syntheses [14,18]. Three tools to systematize review processes developed in response to specific gaps identified in the research and development agenda, published following the 2012 meeting of methodologists in Montebello, are yet to be fully tested; the TIDieR tool for reporting complex interventions [26], a tool to measure complexity in public health interventions [27], and the iCAT_SR tool for classifying complex interventions in included studies [20].

3.2. Mid-range theories

Not surprisingly, mid-range theories, commonly used in primary studies, are often transferred without adaptation for use in systematic reviews to inform the review design and data interpretation. Reviews that used mid-range theory were more commonly conducted outside of a Cochrane context. For example, Garside et al. used the Health Belief Model as the conceptual framework to extract and interpret evidence in their qualitative evidence synthesis of influences on the uptake of information to prevent skin cancer [28]. Normalization Process Theory developed by May et al. has also gained some traction as a framework of choice for conceptualizing implementation in complex intervention reviews [29,30]. If a bespoke theory is not available, Booth et al. have developed an approach whereby if the theory is a reasonable, but not optimal, fit for the review, then it can be adapted to facilitate a “Best Fit” Framework Synthesis; there are several examples of this approach used in a review [31,32]. Conversely, we
also noted theories used thus far solely by their originators (see for example, the “effectiveness plus” model developed by Snilsveit [33]).

For recent Cochrane complex intervention reviews, since Anderson et al.’s 2011 seminal article on the use logic models in systematic reviews [34], increasing examples of this particular use of mid-range theory have been reported. In their mixed-method systematic review protocol, Hurley et al. developed two conceptual logic diagrams from an initial synthesis of literature to show the effects of erroneous health beliefs and the complex reciprocal interrelationship between pain, physical, and psychosocial function and exercise interventions [35]. Turley et al. developed an a priori logic model that was developed over the course of the review exploring the effectiveness of slum upgrading initiatives [21]. Glenton et al. used a logic model as a means of integrating a qualitative evidence synthesis on implementation with the findings of a Cochrane effectiveness review on community health workers [14].

Psychologists such as Michie have had considerable influence on methodological development of low-level and mid-range theory for the conduct of systematic reviews of behavior change interventions (for example, taxonomies of behavior change interventions and a behavior change wheel) [36,37], which have been adopted by other authors.

We also were notified of an updated review where the authors had taken the opportunity to reassess their methods and introduce a theory when updating. The 2012 Cochrane review of audit and feedback effects on professional practice and health outcomes updated an earlier version that did not draw on theory and resulted in no clear pattern of findings. The updated version of the review reanalyzed the data using the mid-range Control Theory finding support for the hypothesis that adding goals or targets and action plans to feedback interventions improved effectiveness. This proved a useful finding given that very few audit and feedback interventions included these components [38].

3.3. Grand theory

We were unable to identify any reviews in the field of health and social care that incorporated an explicit grand theory (beyond being located in evidence-based medicine or health care contexts), neither through targeted literature searching, due to the lack of specificity in currently available search techniques, nor via the consultation process. It is likely that such reviews do exist in a health and social care context even if the theory is not explicitly stated. Use of grand theory such as Feminist theory is common in primary research in a health and social care context, and published examples exist in reviews in advertising, media and business [39].

3.4. Added value of using theory in a systematic review of complex interventions

Convention dictates that there are core set of low-level theories in the form of systematic review tools and reporting standards that add value in systematizing review processes. Although these may not be commonly thought of as theories within the standard Cochrane intervention effect review template, they reveal an underlying set of understandings from an evidence-based medicine perspective about how impact comes about and how it should be
measured [10]. In a Cochrane context use of low-level theory in the form of PICO [4], Risk of Bias tools, application of GRADE [19] summary of findings tables and PRISMA [5] reporting standards, and so forth have become mandatory. Beyond this core set of low-level theories, a large number of tools exist from which review authors are able to select. However, few published reports or evaluations exist to establish, beyond the testimony of their originators, the added value of incorporating low, mid-range, and grand theory into systematic reviews. Unless authors publish their experiences of using particular theories, and the difference (or not) they made, it is problematic to determine their usefulness.

Reviewers who used mid-range theoretical frameworks in their reviews said that such theories enabled a greater depth of inquiry and more nuanced interpretations of findings. More instrumental use of conceptual frameworks is believed to facilitate the speed and efficiency of data extraction [31,32,40]. Review authors report that expertise and team development is needed to fully engage with the specific theory. In a published report, Turley et al. outlined their experiences of developing and using a logic model. They identify the additional advantages, as well as the challenges, that the review team encountered in what appeared to be a long and convoluted process [21]. In contrast, authors of a qualitative evidence synthesis, report being overly constrained by an a priori theoretical framework and having to change tack mid review. Thomas and Harden developed an inductive line by line approach to thematic synthesis having previously given up on trying to develop an initial a priori framework to explain children’s conceptualizations as to why they do and do not eat fruit and or vegetables [41]. Overall, we do not have a clear picture of when and how review teams select mid-range theories in the review process, or how common it is for theories to be tried, modified, or discarded if they do not add value. Nor is it clear how to knit together use of theories in a sensible and coherent way, and there is little documented experience of the optimal number of theories in any given review.
3.5 The Theory in Reviews Wiki and Mendeley Register

The “Theory in Reviews” Wiki [http://theoryinreviews.pbworks.com/](http://theoryinreviews.pbworks.com/) will be maintained as part of the study register activities of the Cochrane Qualitative and Implementation Methods Group. It includes examples of theories that can be used in the systematic review process, particularly in systematic reviews of complex interventions. Theories are listed under each stage of the review process. Links to full text records, or to abstracts where full text is not openly available, are given within the individual wiki pages. The wiki is searchable, using an internal search engine you can identify theories by, for example, author (e.g., May author of Normalisation Process Theory) or theory name (e.g., Behemoth).

- Is exploring complexity an important consideration? If so:
- Does the theory explain phenomena of interest[44]? If ‘yes’ which phenomena?
- Does the theory contain unambiguous concepts that are understood by the team (external validity)[8, 44]?
- If selecting, adapting or developing a mid-range theory - are the relationships between and among the concepts clearly articulated[44]?
- Where multiple theories are used, do the concepts translate across theories[44, 45]?
- Are the theoretical propositions empirically testable?
- Has the theory actually been verified by data or not[11]?
- Are there published examples and evaluations of using the theory in a systematic review of a complex intervention?
- Is the theory originator contactable for advice and support?
- Does the review team have access to appropriate methodological expertise and support to optimally apply and use the theory?
- Are the concepts operationalized consistently by different coders (internal validity)[8]?
- Does the theory promote comparison of results across studies[45]?
- Does ease of use encourage over-simplification, misapplication or abuse of already existing theories[45, 46]?
- Does the theory stimulate new theoretical development, if not then its usefulness is constrained[45]?
- Will the review team discard the theory if it does not add value?

Davidoff and colleagues also report a set of specific criteria for ‘good’ behavior change theory that is of relevance to Cochrane reviews of behavior change interventions[45]:

- Clarity of theoretical concepts: ‘Has the case been made for the independence of constructs from each other?’
- Clarity of relationships between constructs: ‘Are the relationships between constructs clearly specified?’
- Measurability: ‘Is an explicit methodology for measuring the constructs given?’
- Testability: ‘Has the theory been specified in such a way that it can be tested?’
- Being explanatory: ‘Has the theory been used to explain/account for a set of observations?’ Statistically or logically?
- Describing causality: ‘Has the theory been used to describe mechanisms of change?’
- Achieving parsimony: ‘Has the case for parsimony been made?’
- Generalizability: ‘Have generalizations been investigated across behaviors, populations and contexts?’
- Having an evidence base: ‘Is there empirical support for the propositions?’

Fig. 4. Questions to consider when selecting a theory for a systematic complex intervention review.
locate studies and reviews that report or use theory that may be of interest to review author. The inventory will also be updated periodically [http://www.mendeley.com/groups/4714181/].

Authors and methodologists are invited to notify the convenors of the Cochrane Qualitative and Implementation Methods Group of any new or additional publications via their web site [http://cqim.cochrane.org/].

3.6. First available guidance for review authors on the classification, choice, and use of theory in complex intervention reviews

There can be many intervention strategies in complex interventions (i.e., things that the researchers “do” and/or provide to participants). It is therefore possible that more than one theory may be needed to explain the rationale behind each intervention strategy and/or explain how and why it produces an outcome. The Cochrane guidance for review authors (see supplemental online file and citation Noyes et al [42]) provides a framework (i.e., low-level theory) for the identification, selection, and use of theory in complex intervention reviews with reference to the searchable Wiki and Mendeley Inventory. Criteria of “good” and “bad” theory are outlined (Fig. 4). The guidance also recommends use of BeHEMoTh (Behavior of Interest, Health Condition or Setting, Exclusions, Models or Theories) as a tool for searching for theories [43].

4. Discussion

This article reports the first snapshot of the use of social theory in systematic reviews addressing complex health and social care questions and provides new insights into the range and extent of theory used. Given that widely used systematic review methods guidance such as the Cochrane Handbook [16] and Centre for Reviews and Dissemination Guidance [17] barely mention the use of social theory, apart from low-level theory in the form of tools to systematize review processes, it was particularly surprising to document how prevalent use of social theories, especially midrange theories, has been in published systematic reviews of complex health and social care interventions. It is however important to acknowledge that there is mathematical theory in systematic review methods such as network meta-analysis (statistical and geometric theory), and different levels of social theory underpinning the overarching context of evidence-based medicine and health care that is not made explicit in systematic review manuals. It appears that the increasing number of qualitative researchers from a sociological tradition who now undertake theory informed systematic reviews may have influenced the introduction of familiar social theories used in primary qualitative research into complex intervention systematic review methods and processes. For example, Popay et al.’s Narrative Synthesis Guidance published in 2006 was strongly influenced by sociologists and outlined a four-stage approach starting off with developing a social theory of how the intervention or implementation worked [47]; the examples shown are midrange logic models. Similarly, most complex interventions involve behavior change and key methodologists and researchers from a psychology tradition have developed new theories that have been adopted in complex intervention reviews. The most recent MRC guidance on the design of process
evaluations for complex interventions recommends development of a midrange logic model and consideration of the use of midrange complexity theory to guide analysis and interpretation [9]. Newer theory-informed review approaches such as realist and metanarrative reviews are also increasing the visibility and potential of using and developing theory as part of the systematic review process. Most recently, methods for undertaking reviews of theory have been published, which give further prominence to the potential use of theory in systematic reviews [48].

Although novel and the first methodological work of this type in the context of systematic reviews, this work does have some limitations. It was not possible to conduct a systematic search for examples of the use of social theory in systematic reviews of health and social care interventions, and thus, the aim was to present illustrative examples and not to be exhaustive. Nor do the examples provided cover the full range of theories that may be appropriate for specific review contexts. However, there will be an opportunity to add further examples to the “Theory in Reviews” Wiki and Mendeley Inventory over time. Although this study was funded by Cochrane, a strength is that the expert methodologists and reviewers consulted represent a wide range of influential systematic review interests and were not confined to Cochrane. Although use of snowballing techniques widened the reach to other reviewers and methodologists, we cannot establish how representative those consulted are of the entire methods and complex intervention systematic review community.

5. Conclusion

Social theory, especially low and midrange theory, is increasingly used throughout every stage and process in systematic reviews and especially in complex intervention reviews. Choice of theory remains a personal preference and is constrained by the knowledge and disciplinary backgrounds of the review team. Effective application of theory in the future is likely to depend on such factors as the review question, suitability of the theory, the type and quality of the data, the skills of the review team and the time available to complete the review. Further methodological research is needed to unpack and evaluate the use and added value of theory in systematic reviews, particularly in relation to the systematic identification and quality assessment of candidate theories. Where theories are used to explain phenomena, review teams need to decide which explanation is closer to the “truth.” For any one observed phenomenon, there are however often multiple possible explanations. How to decide between them requires specific attention and further research.
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